Integrated Collecting Heads for Prima pumps

Optimise operational efficiency, pump performance and pump footprint with the Godiva integrated collecting head. Designed to be compact, versatile and robust they aid quick efficient deployment and improve water flow whilst reducing hydraulic loss.

Compact Integrated Design
- Means no increase in pump length
- No need for additional collecting head so saves on locker space and money
- Always connected to pump, so reduces set up time and response time

Reliable and Efficient
- Internal hydrodynamic design improves water flow and reduces friction loss
- Positive sealing ball valves fitted as standard, prevents air entering pump causing jet crackle or loss of prime (when not connected to hose)
- Non-return valves prevent water returning to hydrant and protects water main from contamination
- Integrated drain valve to facilitate winter storage
- Integrated, removable strainers to protect pump from stone ingress

Versatile
- Can be fitted on the left, right or underside for maximum flexibility
- 2, 3 or 4 (2+2) inlet options available up to a maximum of 5 x 2½ (65mm) inlets per pump
- Retrofit available on all Prima vehicle pumps
- Available in aluminium and gunmetal

Call today for more details on how to order as standard on your Prima pump or request a retrofit kit